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Importance of an Arctic-focused 
Reanalysis

• Complex climate system

• Amplified warming with multiple feedbacks

Greenland Melt Sea Ice Loss Permafrost Thaw and Erosion



Arctic System Reanalysis Description
• Regional reanalysis of the Greater 

Arctic (2000-2012)
• Includes major Arctic rivers and NH 

storm tracks (inner domain of Figure)
• Uses Polar WRF with WRFDA 

(3D-VAR). PWRF improvements 
centered on realistic sea ice spec.

• Two Versions
• ASRv1-30km & ASRv2-15 km
• 71 Vertical Levels (1st level – 4m)
• Noah LSM w/ freq. sat. data DA
• ERA-Int: LBC and spectral nudging

in stratosphere.
• 3h output 

Both versions available online at the NCAR CISL Research Data Archive

ASRv1: Bromwich et al. 2016 QJRMS
ASRv2: Bromwich et al. 2018 BAMS 
(accepted)



Atmospheric Data Assimilation in ASR with 
WRFDA (3D-Var)

Snapshot of Available Data on 
December 1, 2007 within a 3hr 

window



ASR Performance Overview



Name
10 m Wind Speed (m s-1) 2 m Temperature (°C)

Bias RMSE Correlation Bias RMSE Correlation

ERAI 0.42 2.13 0.64 0.29 1.98 0.92

ASRv1 -0.19 1.79 0.69 0.11 1.35 0.96

ASRv2 0.28 1.43 0.80 -0.04 1.09 0.97
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~5000 
stations

2 m Dewpoint (°C) Surface Pressure (hPa)

Bias RMSE Correlation Bias RMSE Correlation

ERAI 0.21 2.09 0.89 -0.01 0.94 0.99

ASRv1 -0.06 1.77 0.92 0.03 0.83 0.99

ASRv2 0.10 1.55 0.94 -0.04 0.73 0.99

3-hour comparison for 2000-2010

• ASRv2 demonstrates smaller Bias/RMSE and higher Correlations

• ASRv2 captures two-thirds of the 3-hourly wind speed variance 

• Very small 2 m temperature and dew point biases in ASRv2 

• Large scale synoptic patterns well captured – great match with ERA



Forecast Precipitation
• Qualitative depiction of mean 

annual precipitation well captured 
by ASRv2 (Fig. (a); major storm 
tracks, upslope precipitation, light 
Arctic totals)

• Differences between ASRv2 and 
ERAI across much of the domain 
are generally ±10% (Fig. (b)). 

• Compared to gauges (Figs. c), 
ASRv2 shows improvements in 
mid-latitude summertime 
precipitation where biases are 
smaller than ASRv1 from April –
July; ERA-I biases are smaller

• Cooler season shows drier biases 
in ASRv2 compared to ASRv1 and 
ERA-I

ASRv2 ASRv2 - ERA-I



ASRv2 ERA-I
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Forecast Downward Radiation at the Surface 
(Annual Mean)
• ASRv2 has too much 

incident SW (better 
than ASRv1) at the 
surface across much 
of the domain; ERAI 
has generally too 
much SW over the 
mid-latitudes and too 
little across the central 
Arctic 

• ASRv2 generally 
predicts too little LW 
radiation across the 
domain

• Indicates more work is 
needed to improve  
model cloud physics Compared to the Satellite (CERES-EBAF) surface product.



ASR DEMONSTRATION OF ADDED 
VALUE TO HIGH-RESOLUTION 

REANALYIS



Topographically-Forced Winds



Barrier Flow
• Both capture enhanced barrier flow 

along Denmark Strait (DS) and NE 
flow near Cape Farewell (CF)

• Increased resolution ≈ higher 
wind speed

• ASR demonstrates 
1. Enhanced wind speed gradient 

along ice edge
2. Low wind speeds downwind of 

Sermilik and Kangerdlugssuaq 
Fjords (topographic sheltering 
effect Moore et al. GRL 2015)

3. Onshore extension of high wind 
speed near CF 

DS

CF

Mean 10 m Wind (Feb –
Mar 2007)
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ASRv2

ERA-I



Nares Strait Flow

• Orographic channeling in Nares Strait may may help generate persistent 
winter North Water polynya.

• ASRv2 resolves the orography of Nares Strait and thus the winds are much 
stronger (> 20 m s-1 ) and more continuous than ASRv1 (~15 m s-1) . 

• The katabatic winds over Greenland feed into the wind flow at two locations 
in ASRv2; Multiple centers in the low over Baffin Bay in ASRv2 compared to 
the single center in ASRv1.  

9 February 2007 

ASRv1 ASRv2



• Approximately 40% decline (2000-
2012) in January sea-ice around the 
island of Novaya Zemlya (68-80°N, 
60-90°E) 

• Reduced sea ice cover enhances 
sensible and latent fluxes from the 
ocean to the atmosphere, leading to 
an extreme linear change in 2-m 
temperature over the thirteen year 
period of nearly 13°C.

• 1) Resultant additional moisture in 
the atmosphere 2) enhances 
downward longwave radiation at the 
surface and 3) leads to a very large 
positive linear trend in downwind 
precipitation.

Sea-ice Changes & 
Feedbacks

1

2

3Cross-hatching indicates 
95% statistical significance



Polar Lows

• Horizontal scales less 
than 1000km and near-
surface wind speeds near 
or above gale force

• Figure: ASRv1 
reproduces high values of 
both 850-hPa relative 
vorticity (RV) and wind 
speed found within a PL 
(not in ERA-I) 

• ASRv1 represented 2x 
PLs (w/r/t reference lists) 
than that of ERA-I

ERA-I ASRv1

Mon. Wea. Rev.; doi: 10.1175/MWR-D-16-0333.1
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Summary and Future Endeavors
• ASRv2 (15 km; 2000-2012) complete and being updated through 

2016
• Surface and pressure level data through 2012 now available at NCAR CISL
• Finished by end of 2017

• ASRv2 will be rerun (2000-2016) -> ASRv2.1
• Most recent version of Polar WRF and WRFDA (3.9.1)
• Improved cloud microphysics with variable aerosol concentrations for better 

prediction of clouds, precipitation, and surface radiation.
• Likely hourly output of surface fields
• Projected availability: Mid-2018
• Kept up to date through 2020 at least for YOPP/MOSAiC.
• Extend back to 1979?

• ASRv3 depending on funding
• Spatial resolution of 5-10 km, hybrid ensemble DA, ERA5 LBC.
• Advanced land model and DA, thermodynamic sea ice model. 



Picture Credits
• Slide 1: Arctic sea ice was at a record low wintertime maximum extent for the second straight year. At 

5.607 million square miles, it is the lowest maximum extent in the satellite record, and 431,000 
square miles below the 1981 to 2010 average maximum extent.Credits: NASA Goddard's Scientific 
Visualization Studio/C. Starr (https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2016/2016-arctic-sea-ice-
wintertime-extent-hits-another-record-low)

• Slide 2: In Shishmaref, Alaska, melting permafrost has contributed to major erosion, forcing residents 
to consider moving the entire village to a new location. Photo courtesy of the Shishmaref Erosion 
and Relocation Commission. (http://icestories.exploratorium.edu/dispatches/big-ideas/tundra-and-
permafrost/index.html)

• Slide 5: Seasonal ice on the Chuchki Sea, a marginal sea off the Arctic Ocean, in July 2010.Bonnie 
Light, UW (http://www.washington.edu/news/2013/02/13/european-satellite-confirms-uw-numbers-
arctic-ocean-is-on-thin-ice/)

• Slide 6 & 10: Patrick Kelley, U.S. Coast Guard August 20, 2009

• Slide 16: Dag Endre Opedal, Northern lights, aurora borealis, in Odda - Norway. Part of a timelapse: 
vimeo.com/31233942

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2016/2016-arctic-sea-ice-wintertime-extent-hits-another-record-low
http://icestories.exploratorium.edu/dispatches/big-ideas/tundra-and-permafrost/index.html
http://www.washington.edu/news/2013/02/13/european-satellite-confirms-uw-numbers-arctic-ocean-is-on-thin-ice/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/opedal/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/opedal/6279388728/in/photolist-ayTvuU-aCXfVY-djtATs-oTidcW-e4vtRM-7nh1nU-8WBAiB-psUenW-87vD36-dVd55c-C4ZTi-YBzWnB-rp4NBx-8Vz9uK-QGhuqp-pHHWWN-hJBnT-qKAL5P-ehx6AE-5DxWp8-djtByt-TWmrNb-SkPqnq-rpW92K-TeWMYo-rGhj9W-ThPNgc-aFnHDv-aCT2i8-q7G5AW-qxSLzf-RbJY8f-4pDWgt-ehrsQa-p3mvTD-anhV54-U8nCDB-8RL119-ec2Ey3-qJNYLn-Sa8Sxm-oNXS4j-RA1kaN-6tZKja-v9JTM-ebagHD-r2GHrE-QSfgAa-4LKzF8-8VCbjh


Polar WRF Model Enhancements

• Improved treatment of heat transfer for ice sheets and revised 
surface energy balance calculation in the Noah LSM

• Comprehensive sea ice description in the Noah LSM including:
• Sea ice fraction specification (mosaic method) – works with MYNN 

surface boundary layer
• Specified variable sea ice thickness (ASR-inspired)
• Specified variable snow depth on sea ice (ASR-inspired)
• Sea ice albedo seasonal specifications (ASR-inspired)

• Improved cloud microphysics for polar regions – ongoing



David H. Bromwich
bromwich.1@osu.edu@ByrdPolar

/ByrdPolar
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